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GCSE ENGLISH LANGUAGE Paper 1 section A and B. critical reading and comprehension: identifying and interpreting themes, ideas and information in a range of literature and other high-quality 
writing; reading in different ways for different purposes, and comparing and evaluating the usefulness, relevance and presentation of content for these purposes; 
drawing inferences and justifying these with evidence; supporting a point of view by referring to evidence within the text; identifying bias and misuse of evidence, 
including distinguishing between statements that are supported by evidence and those that are not; reflecting critically and evaluatively on text

GCSE ENGLISH LITERATURE An Inspector Calls by J B Priestley. Students have the opportunity to develope the following skils:literal and inferential comprehension: understanding a word, phrase or 
sentence in context; exploring aspects of plot, characterisation, events and settings; distinguishing between what is stated explicitly and what is implied; explaining motivation, 
sequence of events, and the relationship between actions or events critical reading: identifying the theme and distinguishing between themes; supporting a point of view by 
referring to evidence in the text; recognising the possibility of and evaluating different responses to a text; using understanding of writers’ social, historical and cultural contexts 
to inform evaluation; making an informed personal response that derives from analysis and evaluation of the text evaluation of a writer’s choice of vocabulary, grammatical 
and structural features: analysing and evaluating how language, structure, form and presentation contribute to quality and impact; using linguistic and literary terminology 
for such evaluation comparing texts:comparing and contrasting texts studied, referring where relevant to theme, characterisation, context (where known), style and literary 
quality; comparing two texts critically with respect to the above

GCSE MATHS iteral and inferential comprehension: understanding a word, phrase or sentence in context; exploring aspects of plot, characterisation, events and settings; distinguishing 
between what is stated explicitly and what is implied; explaining motivation, sequence of events, and the relationship between actions or events critical reading: identifying 
the theme and distinguishing between themes; supporting a point of view by referring to evidence in the text; recognising the possibility of and evaluating different responses 
to a text; using understanding of writers’ social, historical and cultural contexts to inform evaluation; making an informed personal response that derives from analysis and 
evaluation of the text evaluation of a writer’s choice of vocabulary, grammatical and structural features: analysing and evaluating how language, structure, form and presentation 
contribute to quality and impact; using linguistic and literary terminology for such evaluation comparing texts:comparing and contrasting texts studied, referring where relevant 
to theme, characterisation, context (where known), style and literary quality; comparing two texts critically with respect to the above

GCSE SCIENCE - BIOLOGY Communicale diseases: Pathogens are microorganisms including viruses, bacteria, fungi and protists that cause infectious diseases in animals and plants. 
They depend on their host to provide the conditions and nutrients that they need to grow and reproduce. They frequently produce toxins that damage tissues 
and make us feel ill. Students should be able to describe how to avoid diseases by reducing contact with them, as well as how the body uses barriers against 
pathogens. Describe how once inside the body our immune system is triggered which is usually strong enough to destroy the pathogen and prevent disease. 
Our body’s natural system can be enhanced by the use of vaccination; students need to explain how vaccinations work to achieve immunity. Explain how bac-
teria can become resistant to antibiotics and how to prevent this. Describe the process of how new drugs are developed.
Bioenergetics: Describe the process of photosynthesis including word and symbol equations.  Describe how limiting factors limit the rate of photosynthesis 
and the uses of glucose from photosynthesis. Undertake practical work to investigate how light intensity affects the rate of photosynthesis. Describe the pro-
cess of gas exchange and transpiration in a plant. Describe the differences between aerobic and anaerobic respiration in terms of the reactants, the products 
formed and the implications for the organism.

GCSE SCIENCE - CHEMISTRY Chemical Changes (II): Introduction to electrolysis and key terms such as electrodes, cathode, anode, eletrolyte etc. and using these to label the 
apparatus used. Electrolysis of molten ionic compounds and how electrolysis is used in industry to extract metals such as aluminium. Electrolysis of 
aquous solutions such as brine and how the presence of water changes the products at each electrode. A required practical is also completed where 
students are expected to set up and complete electrolysis of a solution, testing the products produced at each electrode.

Quantitative Chemistry: ALL - Conservation of mass and balancing symbol equations to represent this. Relative formula mass and how to calcu-
late it. Identifying and explaining why mass changes occur when a reactant or product is a gas. Defining error and uncertainty and how to calculate 
these. Calculating concentrations in solutions.
H ONLY - Intorduction to moles and how to calculate moles using mass and relative formula mass. Calculating amounts of substances in equations 
using moles and molecular ratios. Working backwards to use moles to balance equations. Define limiting reagents and identify them using moles. 

Due to rotation lessons, the teaching order may not follow the exact order above.
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GCSE SCIENCE - 
PHYSICS

During the autumn term, students complete their studies of the Energy, Electricity, Particle Model and Atomic structure topics that are assessed on Paper 1.
The work in Year 10 follows on from the transition work completed in Year 9, which reviewed and extended upon the Physics ideas met in Year 7 & 8.
Due to the timetabling of the rotation lessons (lessons that cycle between the subjects over 12 weeks), the teaching order may not match the order below.
Energy: In Year 9, students were reviewed the idea of energy stores and energy transfers, along with how to calculate mechanical work (an energy transfer) and the efficiency of energy transfer.
In Year 10, students move on to more mathematically challenging ideas, e.g., the equations to calculated the size of Kinetic, Gravititational Potential and Elastic Potential energy stores. Students 
then consider the impact of the use of global energy resources, considering the economic, environmental, social and ethical issues of both non-renewable and renewable energy resources, 
for transport, heating homes and generating electricity. Finally, studnets consider the changes society is making in our use of global energy resources.

Electricity: In Year 9, students reviewed the ideas of series and parallel circuits, including the rules for potential difference and current, and how this links to resistance. This was 
extended to consider the role of charge carriers (electrons) as an energy trasnfer mechanism, leading to the application of Ohm’s law (potential difference = current × resistance).
In Year 10, students move on to more mathematically challenging ideas, such as calcuating elecrical work and electrical power, and complete the I-V Characteristics required 
practical investigating the behaviour of the current in key components (fixed resistors, filament lamps and diodes) as potential difference is varied. Students investigate the behaviour 
of thermistors and light dependent resistors, and explain resistance in terms of the behaviour of the electrons in metals. Following this, students then consider mains electricity, 
comparing alternating p.d. to direct p.d. and investigating the features of mains electricity that keep us safe (e.g., earth wires, fuses and circuit breakers). Finally, students learn about 
the national grid and why transformers are used to step-up p.d. to such high voltages along the long transmission cables.
Particle Model: In Year 9, students were reviewed the idea of the 3 states of matter and the transitions between states, including explaining the arragement, movement, forces and 
energy of the particles. Students determined the density of solids and liqiuds, and explained air pressure in terms of the collisions of particles.
In Year 10, students move on to more mathematically challenging ideas, such as specific heat capacity and how changes in the internal energy store is linked to changes in temperature, 
and specific latent heat and how a change in the state of matter requires a change in internal energy. This includes completing the Specific Heat Capacity required practical.
Atomic Structure: In Year 9, students were reviewed the idea of the structure of the atom and the idea of elements from Y7 Chemistry. This was extended to include a timeline of 
the development of the atomic model.
In Year 10, students move on to more challenging ideas, e.g., explaining the structure of nucleus can cause instability for some isotopes and that the unstable nuclei will decay to 
become more stable. Students learn about the 4 types of nuclear radation, emission of particles following alpha and beta decay, gamma emmision and neutron radiation. Students 
learn to complete nuclear reaction equation and how the random nature of nuclear decay still follows a pattern, leading to the idea of half-life. Finally, students consider the impact 
of nuclear radiatoin on the human body and how safe we make of nuclear radiaton safely, in homes, in industry and for medical applications.
NOTE - The Particle Model and Atomic Structure topics also partly overlap with Chemistry content taught in Year 7 to 10.

VALUES/RE (CORE) Students begin the Autumn term exploring mental health and understanding our own emotional well-being. Students begin their first RSE unit with a focus on relationships: 
positive and negative in a modern world.   

Child Development 
(CACHE)

Teacher 1 (Day care settings and professional practice ): Students will understand types of settings and local provision for children and explore how to prepare for placement.
Teacher 2 (Holistic development): Understand the expected pattern of holistic child development. students will develop an understanding of what the expected patterns of 
development in children aged 0 – 5 years old. Students will then describe the Physical, Intellectual, Language, Emotional and Social expectations for 0-5 years old. Students 
will then move on to Understand the importance of observations and how they support development.

NCFE Health & Social 
Care

Teacher 1 (Unit 1):Students will develop an Understanding of the health and social care provision, this includes, Types of health and social care services, functions of health 
and social care services, along with understand job roles of health and social care practitioners. Additionally students will explore how health and social care services are 
accessed including types of referrals and barriers to service users accessing health and social care services 
Teacher 2 (Human Growth and Development through the life stages Coursework): Students will develop an understanding of development from conception to birth, then 
explore development across the life span and then look at development across the life span and holistic development.
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GCSE CITIZENSHIP During the Autumn term students in Y10 will be covering multiple units between two teachers. Students with teacher A will be learning about ‘rights and responsibilities’, this 
forms the basis of what students will cover for the rest of the course. Alongside this students will begin their first topic with teacher B, ‘democracy, elections and voting’ then 
moving onto ‘national, regional, local and devolved governments’. The Autumn term ends with students learning about the British Constitution with teacher B.

GCSE COMPUTER 
SCIENCE

In the Autumn term the students will learn about the following areas:
Architecture of a CPU
CPU Performance
Embedded Systems
Primary Storage
Secondary Storage
Computational Thinking
Designing, creating and refining algorithms

CNAT 
INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY

In the Autumn term the students will learn about the following areas:
Project Planning
Project planning tools
Spreadsheet design
Project Life Cycle
Data Types
Data collection and strorage
Types of storage
Applications of storage types

GCSE GEOGRAPHY Topic: The Challenge of Natural Hazards.
Tectonic hazards: Earthquakes and Volcanoes, Living with risk from tectonic hazards, Reducing risk from tectonic hazards
Weather hazards: Tropical storms, Weather hazards in the UK, Extreme weather in the UK
Climate Change: Evidence for climate change, human and physical causes of climate change, Managing climate change

GCSE HISTORY Anglo-Saxon and Norman England c.1060-88
Anglo-Saxon England and the Norman Conquest, 1060–66: 
i) Anglo-Saxon society ii) The last years of Edward the Confessor and the succession crisis iii) The rival claimants for the throne iv) The Norman invasion 
William I in power: securing the kingdom, 1066–87: 
i) Establishing control ii) The causes and outcomes of AngloSaxon resistance, 1068–71 iii) The legacy of resistance to 1087 iv) Revolt of the Earls, 1075 
Norman England, 1066-88: 
i) The feudal system and the Church ii) Norman government iii) The Norman aristocracy iv) William I and his sons

GCSE FRENCH Autumn 1: Recap of personal information, spellings, numbers to 100. Present tense – Reg and irreg verbs Polite / familiar register: Vous and related possessive 
adjectives, Describing qualities of a good friend: Modal verbs,Developing fluency with AVOIR and ETRE, Marriage and family structure, incl future intentions, Hobbies 
and interests.
Autumn 2: Home town – geographical location in UK / France (etc), Types of houses/home, Use of depuis to say how long lived there, Describing houses + conditional 
(ideal house), Describing a town: recap on gender; articles; prepositions, Use of on peut + comparative, Environment (Town/local + recycling etc)
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GCSE ART Year 10 GCSE Structures: Coursework project 1 – ‘Structures’. Students will work through this introductory project taking part in a series of workshops developing 
a range of techniques through drawing, painting, printmaking and photography. They will look at arrange of both historical and contemporary artists, studying them 
in depth both visually and analytically. This is followed by the development of a personal project, under the theme ‘Structures’ leading to a fine art final piece.

BTEC ART Nature in Focus. Introductory project for Unit 1 specialist Pathways. Students will be working on core visual Elements, introduced to artist and Designers and be 
working in the specialist area of Photography, Print and  a chosen Specialism either in Graphics or Textiles. They will be entering the RHS young Photographer of 
the year competition as the live vocational element for this unit.

GCSE BUSINESS In the Autumn term the students will learn about the following areas:
The role of business enterprise and entrepreneurship 
Business Planning
Business Ownership
Business aims and objectives
Stakeholders in Business
Business growth
The role of marketing
Market research
Use of segmentation
The marketing mix

NCFE BUSINESS & 
ENTERPRISE

In the Autumn term the students will learn about the following areas:
The role of business enterprise and entrepreneurship 
Being an Entrepreneur
Entrepreneurial Characteristics and Skills
Financial Aims and Objectives
Non-Financial Aims and Objectives
Legal structures
Organisational Structures and Restructuring
Stakeholders
Product Types
Product lifecycle
Boston Matrix
Marketing Mix
Areas of research
Physical resources
Technological resources
Internal growth 
External growth
Methods of recruitment 
Stages of recruitment
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GCSE DRAMA Evaluation of Live theatre 
Analysis of the role of Theatre makers
Communication of meaning
Development of mood and atmosphere 
Analysis of interpretation and style 
Actor audience relationship
Audience reaction and response 
Interpretation of character 
Character interaction 
Vocal skills 
Movement skills
Use of performance space 
Lighting 
Sound 
Set 
Props 
Costume 
Hair and Make-up
Performance conventions 
Spatial relationships on stage

Practitioner study
Stimulus
Practitioner
Genre 
Initial aims and objectives 
Performance conventions Structure The order in which you present your scenes.
Theme 
Style 
Rehearsal techniques 
Proxemics 
Relationship with audience 

DT: ALL MATERIALS Theory: The students will commence their GCSE by considering different design strategies and human factors that should be considered in any design project. The students will then 
start to explore different material properties.
Practical: The student will complete a series of miniature projects as an introduction to different material
options. The students will start off exploring different wood manufacturing processes in the development of a miniature truck. The students will then proceed to develop their knowledge 
of polymers through the production of an acrylic ice scraper

DT: FOOD PREP & 
NUTRITION

Food Safety- Students begin the course by understanding food safety relating to kitchen and personal hygiene
Macro-Nutrients- In this unit students will study in depth the macronutrients needed by the body. The will learn the effects of too much and too little of the nutrients and what will happen to the body.
Food Science- In this unit students will explore what happens to particular nutrients when they are cooked, along with their functional and chemical properties.
Food Production- In this unit students will find out how foods are prouced and look at primary and secondary processing.
Practice NEA 1- Students have the opportunity to practise the coursework they willneed to complete in the Autumn term of year 11.
Practicals- all food practical lessons link to the theory of the week. Most weeks students will cook once per week, there may be some weeks where they will cook twice.

DT: Graphics Theory: The students will commence their GCSE by considering different design strategies and human factors that should be considered in anydesign project. The students will then 
start to explore different material properties.
Practicals: Students in this term will be learning the basic skill requirements e.g. typography, tone, isometric drawing etc. These skills will then be demonstrated in two projects at the 
end of the term. These two projects will be assessed on the skills demonstrated in the final pieces created.
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GCSE ECONOMICS In the Autumn term the students will learn about the following areas:
Main economic groups
Factors of production
The economic problem
Opportunity cost
Economic choices and sustainability
Markets
Specialisation and exchange
Demand and demand curve
Price elasticity of demand
Supply and supply curve
Price elasticity of supply
Economic growth
GDP and GDP per capita
Employment and unemployment
Income and wealth
Price stability and inflation
Government spending and revenue
Fiscal policy

GCSE FILM STUDIES Induction sessions(Film Language)
Component 1: Key Developments in US Film 
Ferris Bueller and Rebel Without a Cause
Section A
(Focus: Themes and representation)
Component 2: Global Film: Narrative, Representation and Film Style
SKYFALL
(Focus: Aesthetics/Context)

GCSE PE 1.2a Components of fitness- 1.2b Principles of training- 1.2b Warm up and Cool downs. 2.1a Physical Acitvity 2.1a Particpation. 2.1B Commercilisation. 2.1c Ethics  & 
Perfomance ehancing drugs in sport

GCSE Religious Studies Christian Beliefs – In this unit students will explore the nature of God, the incarnation of Jesus and their roles within the Trinity. In addition to this they
will explore the Creation of the universe and humanity.

Living the Christian Life – In this unit students will study the concepts of worship, the sacraments, prayer, pilgrimage, Christian celebrations, the local and 
worldwide church. Students will use this knowledge to learn how these practices help Christians develop their faith. 


